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Learning from corrupted labels is very common in real-world machine-learning applications. Memorizing
such noisy labels could affect the learning of the model, leading to sub-optimal performances. In this work,
we propose a novel framework to learn robust machine-learning models from noisy labels. Through an
empirical study, we find that different models make relatively similar predictions on clean examples, while the
predictions on noisy examples vary much more across different models. Motivated by this observation, we
propose denoising with cross-model agreement (DeCA) which aims to minimize the KL-divergence between the
true label distributions parameterized by two machine learning models while maximizing the likelihood of
data observation.

We employ the proposed DeCA on both the binary label scenario and the multiple label scenario. For
the binary label scenario, we select implicit feedback recommendation as the downstream task and conduct
experiments with four state-of-the-art recommendation models on four datasets. For the multiple-label
scenario, the downstream application is image classification on two benchmark datasets. Experimental results
demonstrate that the proposed methods significantly improve the model performance compared with normal
training and other denoising methods on both binary and multiple-label scenarios.
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Data cleaning; Recommender systems.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Supervised learning is widely used in real-world applications, including all kinds of fields like
computer vision[35, 36], natural language processing[13, 43], information filtering[5, 26] and bio-
informatics[42, 53]. Recently, deep learning models have achieved great success in both academic
and industrial applications. However, Zhang et al. [70] shows that the high model capability of
deep learning models enable them to memorize not only the expected clean training samples but
also the noisy data with corrupted or even random labels. While in real-world scenarios, learning
from corrupted labels is extremely common. For example, to address the information overload
problem, recommender systems are widely used in various online services such as e-commerce
[38], multimedia platforms [11, 54] and social media [7]. A recommendation agent is usually
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trained using implicit feedback (e.g. view and click behaviours) since implicit data is much easier
to be collected compared with explicit ratings [27, 47]. However, the collected implicit feedback is
corrupted by various kinds of biases[9], such as the popularity bias[1], the exposure bias[2, 31],
etc. Such corrupted data can lead to misunderstanding of the real user preference and sub-optimal
recommendation [9, 62]. In the field of computer vision, collecting external expert labels is rather
expensive and as a result, learning from corrupted crowd-sourcing labels is also the common use
case [44, 48, 50]. Generally speaking, effective denoising methods for learning from corrupted
labels are of vital importance to deploy machine learning models in practical applications. To learn
from corrupted labels, some denoising methods have been done by using re-sampling methods
[14, 16, 19, 68] or re-weighting methods [30, 46, 56]. Re-sampling methods focus on designing
more effective data samplers. For example, Gantner et al. [19] considers that for the training of a
recommendation agent, the missing interactions of popular items are highly likely to be real and
clean negative samples. However, the performance of re-sampling methods depends heavily on the
sampling distribution and suffers from high variance [69]. Wang et al. [56] proposed a re-weighting
method which assigns lower weights or zero weights to high-loss samples since the noisy examples
would have higher losses. However, Shu et al. [50] shows that hard yet clean examples also tend to
have high losses. As a result, such re-weighting methods could encounter difficulties to distinguish
between hard clean and noisy examples. Some efforts utilize self-paced learning or curriculum
learning to assign weights for training samples [3, 30, 44, 46, 50], while such kinds of methods
usually need to involve a clean set for the training of the teacher model. Besides, some researches
focus on utilizing auxiliary information to denoise corrupted labels [32, 39, 41, 67] but these kinds
of methods need additional knowledge input.

In this work, we propose a weighting-freeDenoising with Cross-ModelAgreement (DeCA) method
for learning from corrupted labels without using additional data knowledge. The signal for denoising
comes from an insightful observation: differentmodels tend tomake relatively similar predictions for
clean samples with correct labels, while predictions for noisy samples with corrupted labels would
vary much more among different models. This observation is substantiated in an empirical study
described in Section 3. To this end, we propose DeCA which aims to minimize the Kullback–Leibler
(KL) divergence between the real label distributions parameterized by two different models, and
meanwhile, maximize the likelihood of the data observation given the true label distribution. We
then show that the proposed DeCA recovers the evidence lower bound (ELBO) of a variational
auto-encoder (VAE) in which the true label acts as the latent variable. DeCA can be considered
as a learning framework which incorporates the weakly supervised signals from different model
predictions to denoise the target model. The proposed DeCA can be naturally incorporated with
existing machine learning models. To verify the effectiveness and generalization of DeCA, we
conduct experiments on two downstream tasks: implicit feedback recommendation and image
classification, corresponding to binary labels and multi-class labels, respectively. More precisely, we
start with the binary classification problem in the field of implicit feedback recommendation. Then
in order to extend our proposed framework to the multiple label scenario, we follow the settings
in [44, 48, 50] where they introduce the general framework for denoising and then apply their
methods for image classification. To make a fair comparison, we also select image classification as
the downstream task for the multiple-label scenario.
This manuscript presents an extension of our prior work, DeCA [60], initially developed as a

denoising framework for binary classification scenarios. The progression from binary to multi-
class classification is seemingly straightforward but encompasses several intrinsic challenges. One
complication stems from the complexity of noisy labels in the multi-class scenario. Unlike binary
classification, where a noisy label can only be one alternative, in a multi-class environment, a noisy
label could originate from any class within the label set. This characteristic may complicate the
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process of identifying correlations between these labels, which is an important aspect of denoising.
Furthermore, the inherent structure of the DeCA framework poses another challenge for the multi-
class extension. DeCA relies on iterative training and constructs the mapping from true labels to
noisy labels using two distinct models. This methodology, while effective in a binary context, does
not translate directly to multi-class scenarios. The increased complexity requires a more nuanced
approach, necessitating the refinement of the architecture and training protocols. While it’s not
inherently true that recommendation tasks are simpler than image classification tasks - as one
might initially assume given the binary versus multi-class nature of these tasks - applying our
method presents more significant challenges in the context of multi-class classification tasks.

To summarize, the main contributions of this work are as follows:

• We find that the different models tend to make more similar predictions for clean examples than
for noisy ones. This observation provides new denoising signals to devise effective learning
methods for corrupted labels.
• We propose the learning framework DeCA which utilizes the difference between model pre-
dictions as the denoising signal for corrupted labels and infer the real label distribution from
corrupted data observation. Our framework is designed to be more unified compared to its earlier
version presented in [60], as it extends to multi-class settings while maintaining compatibility
with binary classification scenarios.
• We instantiate DeCA with multiple state-of-the-art machine learning models on both binary
implicit feedback data and multi-class image classification data. Extensive experimental results
on benchmark datasets demonstrate the effectiveness and generalization ability of our proposed
methods.

2 BACKGROUND AND RELATEDWORK
In this section, we first describe the background of learning from binary or multi-class labels, from
the perspective of implicit feedback recommendation and image classification, correspondingly.
Then we provide a literate review about existing denoising methods.

2.1 Learning from Binary Labels: Implicit Feedback Recommendation
Implicit feedback recommendation is a typical learning field of binary labels. Modern recommender
agents are usually trained using implicit feedback data, since the implicit data is much easier to be
collected compared with explicit ratings. The binary implicit feedback data describes whether there
was an interaction between the user and the item. A positive label denotes there were interactions
while negative samples are usually sampled from missing interactions. Then both the positive
samples and sampled negative examples are fed to perform pair-wise ranking [47] or the binary
cross-entropy (BCE) loss function. Besides, there are also attempts to investigate non-sampling
approaches [7, 27, 69] for implicit feedback. Regarding the recommendation models, MF [33] is one
of the most notable and effective models, which projects users and items to embedding vectors and
then calculate the inner product between them as the prediction score. Recently, plenty of work
has proposed deep learning-based recommendation models, such as GMF, NeuMF[26], CDAE[63]
and Wide&Deep [10]. The key idea is to use deep learning to increase model expressiveness to
capture more complex signals. Besides, graph neural networks also demonstrated their capability
in recommendation. Plenty of models have emerged, such as HOP-Rec [65], KGAT [57], NGCF [58]
and LightGCN [25]. This work aims at developing denoising methods which can be used to train
various kinds of models.
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2.2 Learning from Multi-class Labels: Image Classification
Image classification is one of the most important tasks in the field of computer vision which involves
learning from multi-class labels. Benchmarks like ImageNet[12] and CIFAR[34] have enormously
promoted the development of image classification tasks, and have been well-studied to generate
powerful AI systems, in which a large amount of work proposing various deep-learning based image
classification models has emerged, such as InceptionNet[52], ResNet[23], Vision-Transformer[18],
etc. However, as the expressive power of the models increases, the acquisition of large quantities of
human-labeled images has become a frequent bottleneck in applying current image classification
models. One simple solution is to turn to the crowdsourcing platforms, which however, could not
guarantee the correctness of the collected labels. Thus in order to deploy the deep-learning models,
effective denoising methods are of vital importance.

2.3 Literature Review of Denoising Methods
In recently years, there has been some researches focusing on denoising the corrupted labels. For
example, in the recommendation field, some researches [29, 40] pointed out that the observed
implicit feedback could be easily corrupted by different factors, such as popularity bias, conformity
bias, exposure bias and position bias[9]. Training recommenders with corrupted implicit data would
lead to misunderstanding of the real user preference and sub-optimal recommendation performance
[56, 71]. Similar researches were also conducted on other machine learning application fields, often
accompanied with the discussion of the generalization capability of deep learning models [30].
Existing denoising methods can be categorized into re-sampling methods [6, 14–16, 20, 66, 68],

re-weighting methods [28, 44, 48, 56] and methods utilizing additional knowledge input [32, 41, 71].
Re-sampling methods aim to design more effective samplers for data selection. For example, in
the recommendation field, [20] proposed to sample popular but not interacted items as negative
examples while Ding et al. [14] proposed that the viewed but not purchased items are highly likely
to be real negative. Ding et al. [15], Wang et al. [59] proposed to use reinforcement learning for
negative sampling. Moreover, [44, 48, 51] also proposed well-known sampling strategies in more
general machine learning field to filter out the noisy samples and try to resample the clean ones.
The performance of re-sampling depends heavily on the sampling strategy [69], which is usually
developed heuristically [68]. Re-weighting methods usually identify the noisy examples as samples
with high loss values and then assign lower weights to them. Representative works include [50] in
the general machine learning field and [56] in the recommendation field. But the denoising signal
contained in loss values could encounter difficulties to distinguish noisy samples and hard clean
samples. Curriculum learning and self-paced learning are also utilized to learn from corrupted
labels. However, such kinds of methods usually need a clean dataset to train the teacher model
or the meta-network [30, 50]. Additional knowledge such as dwell time[32], gaze pattern[71] and
auxiliary item features[41] can also be used to denoise implicit feedback in the recommendation
field. [8] proposed to improve the user-item graphs to avoid noisy connections. [4] proposed a
feature purification module to denoise the dataset and then train a memory network upon that.
The difference between their methods and ours is that they try to denoise the recommendation
from the data perspective, while our methods focus on the model perspective, i.e., how to train a
robust model from corrupted labels. [61] proposes to iteratively relabel the dataset, which is more
time-consuming. Besides, they only focus on noises in observed interactions, while our methods
focus on noises in both click and not-click interactions when applying to the recommendation
task. [21] proposes to use the losses in the early stages to find clean ones and then use them as
the guiding signal for the following training. It’s similar to the re-sampling methods and only
considers the knowledge from a single model. However, such domain-specific knowledge is usually
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(b) Different random seeds.

Fig. 1. Mean prediction differences on clean and noisy examples in ML-100k from (a) two different models or
(b) one model trained with two different random seeds. NMF and LGN are short for NeuMF and LightGCN.

expensive to collect and cannot be generalized to other scenarios of corrupted data. In addition,
The methods mentioned above primarily consider the loss of samples as a measure of noisiness. For
example, ITLM [48] trims the dataset by selecting a certain percentage of the dataset with minimal
loss. MW-Net [50] incorporates the loss value into the network, using it to compute weights that
are multiplied with the loss during training. T-CE [56] assigns zero weights to examples with
large losses, employing a dynamic threshold. While the loss value is an important indicator for
distinguishing between noisy and clean samples, it may not effectively differentiate between noisy
samples and challenging yet clean samples. Notably, the loss value serves as the denoising signal in
these methods, originating from a single model. In contrast, our approach derives the denoising
signal from the differences observed across different models. It offers a new perspective of denoising
and is robust to different kinds of noises and can be generalized to different settings and applications.

3 MOTIVATION
In this section, we describe the empirical studies to illustrate the motivation of our denoising
signal, which comes from the comparison between different model predictions on the same dataset.
We describe the conducted studies on both binary implicit feedback data and multi-class image
classification data.
For binary implicit feedback data, we train four notable recommendation models (i.e. MF [33],

GMF[26], NeuMF [26] and LightGCN [25]) on the MovieLens 100K 1(ML-100K) dataset. The user-
item ratings are transferred to binary implicit feedback. All interacted items are considered as
positive examples and negative examples are sampled from missing interactions. Then among
positive examples, we consider interactions whose ratings are 4 and 5 as clean (positive) examples
while interactions whose ratings are 1 and 2 as noisy (positive) examples. Interactions with ratings
equal to 3 are discarded to make the clean part and noisy part more separated and also make
the results more convincing. Same definitions can be found in [56]. Figure 1(a) shows the mean
prediction differences between two different models on clean examples and noisy examples. More
precisely, the difference is defined as |𝐼 (𝛿 (𝑦𝑢𝑖 )) − 𝐼 (𝛿 (𝑦′𝑢𝑖 )) |, where 𝑦𝑢𝑖 and 𝑦′𝑢𝑖 are the predicted
scores from two models regarding user 𝑢 and item 𝑖 , 𝛿 is the sigmoid function. 𝐼 (𝑥) is an indicator

1https://grouplens.org/datasets/movielens/100k/
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Fig. 2. Mean prediction differences on clean and noisy examples in MNIST from (a) two different models or
(b) one model trained with two different random seeds. Conv, Res and Incep is short for ConvNet and ResNet
and InceptionNet respectively.

function and is defined as 𝐼 (𝑥) = 1when 𝑥 ≥ 0.5 and 𝐼 (𝑥) = 0 otherwise. We calculate all prediction
differences on clean examples and noisy examples respectively and then report the average. It’s
obvious that the model prediction differences on noisy examples are significantly larger than
the differences on clean examples. In other words, different models tend to make relatively similar
predictions for clean examples compared with noisy examples. Same results have also been found
in several other binary datasets. That is to say, different models tend to fit different parts of the
corrupted data but clean examples are the robust component which every model attempts to fit.
This observation also conforms with the nature of robust learning. Besides, we also find that even
one model trained on the same dataset with different random seeds tends to make more consistent
predictions on clean examples compared with noisy examples, as shown in Figure 1(b).

For multi-class data, we choose the benchmark MNIST2 dataset. We corrupted the original data
by replacing 40% of correct labels with random labels. The corrupted samples are considered as
noisy instances while the original ones are treated as clean samples. The same operation was also
adopted in [48, 50]. We then train two well-known image classification models: ResNet32[23],
and InceptionNet[52]. We also train a simple 4-layer multi-layer perceptron (MLP) and a 2-layer
Convolution network as a baseline. The prediction difference between two models on one instance
X𝑖 is calculated as 𝐼 ′ (𝑀1 (X𝑖 ) == 𝑀2 (X𝑖 )), where𝑀1 and𝑀2 denote the classification results of the
two models, respectively. 𝐼 ′ (𝑥) is an indicator function with 𝐼 ′ (𝑥) = 1 if 𝑥 is true and 𝐼 ′ (𝑥) = 0
otherwise. Then we calculate the prediction differences on all instances of the test set and report
the mean difference on clean samples and noisy samples separately. We can see from Figure 2 that
same observations also exit in multi-class data. Different models tend to make similar predictions
on clean instances while predictions on noisy samples vary much more across different models.
This common observation in both binary data and multi-class data serves as our motivation to
design the denoising method.

2https://pytorch.org/vision/stable/datasets.html#mnist
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4 METHODOLOGY
In this section, we propose the learning framework DeCA which uses the observations described
in section 3 as the denoising signals to learn robust machine learning models. We start with the
binary classification problem, and then extend it into a multi-class classification scenario.

4.1 Denoising for Binary Classification
Before the detailed description of the methods, we first present some notations and problem
formulation.

4.1.1 Notations and Problem Formulation. The dataset is denoted as {𝑥𝑖 , 𝑦𝑖 }𝑁𝑖=1, where 𝑁 is the
total number of samples and 𝑦𝑖 represents the corrupted binary labels. The ground truth labels are
denoted as {𝑦𝑖 }𝑁𝑖=1, which are inaccessible during training. The samples and corrupted labels in the
dataset are represented as X ∈ R𝑁 ∗𝐾 and Ỹ ∈ R𝑁 , respectively, where 𝐾 is the feature dimension.
Similarly, the ground truth labels are denoted as Y ∈ R𝑁 . It should be noted that Y and Ỹ are not
identical due to the presence of noise in the data. We make the following assumption:

Assumption 4.1. We assume 𝑦𝑖 is drawn from a Bernoulli distribution:

𝑦𝑖 ∼ 𝐵𝑒𝑟𝑛𝑜𝑢𝑙𝑙𝑖 (𝜂𝑖 ) ≈ 𝐵𝑒𝑟𝑛𝑜𝑢𝑙𝑙𝑖 (𝑓𝜃 (𝑥𝑖 )), (1)

where 𝜂𝑖 describes the probability of positive class (i.e., 𝑦𝑖 = 1) and is approximated by 𝑓𝜃 (𝑥𝑖 ).
𝜃 denotes the parameters of 𝑓 . We use 𝑓𝜃 as our target model that generates the predictions.
Specifically, the output value after sigmoid of the logits from the model is denoted as 𝑓𝜃 (𝑥𝑖 ). Please
be advised that the probability denoted by 𝑃 (𝑦𝑖 ) above, as well as all subsequent probabilities
discussed in this paper, are conditioned on X. Therefore, in the interest of simplicity, we shall
exclude X from the expressions utilized in our deductions involving these distributions.
Generally speaking, 𝑓𝜃 is expected to have high model expressiveness. Since the denoising singal
comes from the agreement across different model predictions, we introduce another auxiliary
Bernoulli distribution parameterized by 𝑔𝜇 (𝑥𝑖 ), which is another model and also built for the
classification task. Considering both the noisy positive and noisy negative examples, we then give
the following assumption:

Assumption 4.2. we assume that given the underlying true label 𝑦𝑖 , the corrupted binary label 𝑦 is
also drawn from Bernoulli distributions as:

𝑦𝑖 |𝑦𝑖 = 0, 𝑥𝑖 ∼ 𝐵𝑒𝑟𝑛𝑜𝑢𝑙𝑙𝑖 (ℎ𝜙 (𝑥𝑖 ))
𝑦𝑖 |𝑦𝑖 = 1, 𝑥𝑖 ∼ 𝐵𝑒𝑟𝑛𝑜𝑢𝑙𝑙𝑖 (ℎ′𝜓 (𝑥𝑖 )),

(2)

where ℎ𝜙 (𝑥𝑖 ) and ℎ′𝜓 (𝑥𝑖 ), parameterized by 𝜙 and 𝜓 respectively, are two models describing the
consistency between the underlying true labels and the noisy labels in the dataset.

Our task is, given the corrupted binary labels Ỹ and the input dataset X, we want to infer the
true labels Y and the underlying model 𝑓𝜃 . Then 𝑓𝜃 is used for model inference and predictions.

4.1.2 Denoising with Cross-Model Agreement. As discussed in Section 3, for clean examples which
denote the true label distribution, different models tend to make more consistent predictions
compared with noisy examples. For simplicity, in this subsection we use 𝑃 (Y) to denote the true label
distribution 𝐵𝑒𝑟𝑛𝑜𝑢𝑙𝑙𝑖 (𝜂). 𝑃𝑓 (Y) and 𝑃𝑔 (Y) are used to represent the approximated 𝐵𝑒𝑟𝑛𝑜𝑢𝑙𝑙𝑖 (𝑓𝜃 )
and 𝐵𝑒𝑟𝑛𝑜𝑢𝑙𝑙𝑖 (𝑔𝜇), correspondingly. Due to the fact that 𝑃𝑓 (Y) and 𝑃𝑔 (Y) both approximate the
true label Y, they should remain a relatively small KL-divergence according to section 3, which is
formulated as

𝐷 [𝑃𝑔 (Y) | |𝑃𝑓 (Y)] = 𝐸Y∼𝑃𝑔 [log 𝑃𝑔 (Y) − log 𝑃𝑓 (Y)] . (3)
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However, naively optimizing Eq.(3) is meaningless since we do not have the supervision signal
of Y. As a result, we need to introduce supervision signals from the corrupted data observation Ỹ.
Using the Bayes theorem, 𝑃𝑓 (Y) can be approximated as

𝑃𝑓 (Y) ≈ 𝑃 (Y) =
𝑃 (Ỹ)𝑃 (Y|Ỹ)
𝑃 (Ỹ|Y)

. (4)

Combining Eq.(4) and Eq.(3), we can obtain

𝐷 [𝑃𝑔 (Y) | |𝑃𝑓 (Y)] = 𝐸Y∼𝑃𝑔 [log 𝑃𝑔 (Y) − log 𝑃𝑓 (Y)]

≈ 𝐸Y∼𝑃𝑔 [log 𝑃𝑔 (Y) − log
𝑃 (Ỹ)𝑃 (Y|Ỹ)
𝑃 (Ỹ|Y)

]

= 𝐸Y∼𝑃𝑔 [log 𝑃𝑔 (Y) − log 𝑃 (Y|Ỹ) − log 𝑃 (Ỹ) + log 𝑃 (Ỹ|Y)]
= 𝐷 [𝑃𝑔 (Y) | |𝑃 (Y|Ỹ)] − log 𝑃 (Ỹ) + 𝐸Y∼𝑃𝑔 [log 𝑃 (Ỹ|Y)] . (5)

We then rearrange the terms in Eq.(5) and obtain

𝐸Y∼𝑃𝑔 [log 𝑃 (Ỹ|Y)] − 𝐷 [𝑃𝑔 (Y) | |𝑃𝑓 (Y)]
= log 𝑃 (Ỹ) − 𝐷 [𝑃𝑔 (Y) | |𝑃 (Y|Ỹ)] . (6)

We can see the meaning of maximizing the left side of Eq.(6) is maximizing the likelihood of
data observation given underlying true labels (i.e., log 𝑃 (Ỹ|Y)) and meanwhile minimizing the
KL-divergence between two models which both approximate the true labels (i.e., 𝐷 [𝑃𝑔 (Y) | |𝑃𝑓 (Y)]).
Since the KL-divergence 𝐷 [𝑃𝑔 (Y) | |𝑃 (Y|Ỹ)] is larger than zero, the left side of Eq.(6) can also be
seen as the lower bound of log 𝑃 (Ỹ). The bound is satisfied only if 𝑃𝑔 (Y) perfectly recovers 𝑃 (Y|Ỹ),
in other words, 𝑃𝑔 (Y) perfectly approximates the underlying true labels given the corrupted data.

A naive solution is to directlymaximize the left side of Eq.(6) with an end-to-end fashion. However,
it would not yield satisfactory performance. The reason is that the left side of Eq.(6) is based on
the expectation over 𝑃𝑔. The learning process is equivalent to training 𝑔𝜇 with the corrupted data
Ỹ and then uses 𝐷 [𝑃𝑔 (Y) | |𝑃𝑓 (Y)] to transmit the information from 𝑔𝜇 to 𝑓𝜃 . However, such the
learning process is ineffective to train the target model 𝑓𝜃 . To fix the problem, we notice that when
the training process is converged, two distributions 𝑃𝑓 (Y) and 𝑃𝑔 (Y) would be close to each other.
So we can then modify the left side of Eq.(6) as

𝐸Y∼𝑃𝑓 [log 𝑃 (Ỹ|Y)] − 𝐷 [𝑃𝑔 (Y) | |𝑃𝑓 (Y)]
≈ log 𝑃 (Ỹ) − 𝐷 [𝑃𝑔 (Y) | |𝑃 (Y|Ỹ)] . (7)

Then optimizing the left side of Eq.(7) is actually training 𝑓𝜃 with the corrupted Ỹ and then transmit
information to 𝑔𝜇 . However, 𝑔𝜇 could only fit the robust data component (i.e., clean examples). Thus
𝑔𝜇 would not affect the learning of 𝑓𝜃 on clean examples, while in the meantime, pull back 𝑓𝜃 on
noisy samples, or in other words, downgrade the noisy signal. To this end, the denoising objective
function can be formulated as

L = −𝐸Y∼𝑃𝑓 [log 𝑃 (Ỹ|Y)] + 𝐷 [𝑃𝑔 (Y) | |𝑃𝑓 (Y)] . (8)

Considering that the gradient of 𝐷 [𝑃𝑔 | |𝑃𝑓 ] and 𝐷 [𝑃𝑓 | |𝑃𝑔] to 𝜃 is different, which could slightly
affect the performance, we then formulate the final denoising objective function as

L𝐷𝑒𝐶𝐴 = −𝐸Y∼𝑃𝑓 [log 𝑃 (Ỹ|Y)] + 𝛼𝐷 [𝑃𝑔 | |𝑃𝑓 ] + (1 − 𝛼)𝐷 [𝑃𝑓 | |𝑃𝑔], (9)
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where 𝛼 ∈ [0, 1] is a hyper-parameter. In fact, the two models 𝑓𝜃 and 𝑔𝜇 in Eq.(9) can play a
symmetric role, but we still need a model (here we use 𝑓𝜃 ) to do the inference. Thus, the other
model (here we use 𝑔𝜇 ) serves as an auxiliary model.
The detailed formulation of the term 𝐸Y∼𝑃𝑓 [log 𝑃 (Ỹ|Y)] in L𝐷𝑒𝐶𝐴 is derived as:

𝐸Y∼𝑃𝑓 [log 𝑃 (Ỹ|Y)] =
∑︁
𝑖

𝐸𝑟𝑖∼𝑃𝑓 [log 𝑃 (𝑦𝑖 |𝑦𝑖 )]

=
∑︁
𝑖 | �̃�𝑖=1

{
log 𝑃 (𝑦𝑖 = 1|𝑦𝑖 = 1) · 𝑃𝑓 (𝑦𝑖 = 1)
+ log 𝑃 (𝑦𝑖 = 1|𝑦𝑖 = 0) · 𝑃𝑓 (𝑦𝑖 = 0)

+
∑︁

(𝑢,𝑖 ) | �̃�𝑖=0

{
log 𝑃 (𝑦𝑖 = 0|𝑦𝑖 = 1) · 𝑃𝑓 (𝑦𝑖 = 1)
+ log 𝑃 (𝑦𝑖 = 0|𝑦𝑖 = 0) · 𝑃𝑓 (𝑦𝑖 = 0)

=
∑︁
𝑖 | �̃�𝑖=1

logℎ′
𝜓
(𝑖) · 𝑓𝜃 (𝑥𝑖 ) + logℎ𝜙 (𝑖) · (1 − 𝑓𝜃 (𝑥𝑖 ))

+
∑︁
𝑖 | �̃�𝑖=0

log(1 − ℎ′
𝜓
(𝑥𝑖 )) · 𝑓𝜃 (𝑥𝑖 ) + log(1 − ℎ𝜙 (𝑥𝑖 )) · (1 − 𝑓𝜃 (𝑥𝑖 )) . (10)

The KL divergence term 𝐷 [𝑃𝑔 | |𝑃𝑓 ] can be calculated as

𝐷 [𝑃𝑔 | |𝑃𝑓 ] = 𝑔𝜇 (𝑥𝑖 ) · log
𝑔𝜇 (𝑥𝑖 )
𝑓𝜃 (𝑥𝑖 )

+ (1 − 𝑔𝜇 (𝑥𝑖 )) · log
1 − 𝑔𝜇 (𝑥𝑖 )
1 − 𝑓𝜃 (𝑥𝑖 )

.

𝐷 [𝑃𝑓 | |𝑃𝑔] is computed similarly with 𝐷 [𝑃𝑔 | |𝑃𝑓 ].

4.1.3 DeCA with Fixed Pre-training. As described in subsection 4.1.2, DeCA utilizes an auxiliary
model 𝑔𝜇 as an information filter which helps to downgrade the effect of noisy signal. The auxiliary
model 𝑔𝜇 is co-trained jointly with the target model 𝑓𝜃 . As discussed before, the left side of Eq.(6) is
the lower bound of log 𝑃 (Ỹ), which is satisfied when 𝑃𝑔 (Y) ≈ 𝑃 (Y|Ỹ). Then as the training process
converge, we have 𝑃𝑔 (Y) ≈ 𝑃𝑓 (Y). Thus we could expect 𝑃 (Y|Ỹ) ≈ 𝑃𝑓 (Y). To this end, we modify
the assumption of Eq.(1) as

𝑦𝑖 |𝑦𝑖 ∼ 𝐵𝑒𝑟𝑛𝑜𝑢𝑙𝑙𝑖 (𝜂𝑖 ) ≈ 𝐵𝑒𝑟𝑛𝑜𝑢𝑙𝑙𝑖 (𝑓𝜃 (𝑥𝑖 )). (11)

The underlying intuition is that whether the data observation is known or not should not affect
the robust underlying true labels, which is reasonable and keeps inline with the nature of robust
learning. As a result, we should minimize the following KL-divergence

𝐷 [𝑃𝑓 (Y|Ỹ) | |𝑃 (Y|Ỹ)] . (12)

Through Bayesian transformation, the following equation can be deduced:

𝐸𝑃𝑓 [log 𝑃 (Ỹ|Y)] − 𝐷 [𝑃𝑓 (Y|Ỹ) | |𝑃 (Y)] = log 𝑃 (Ỹ) − 𝐷 [𝑃𝑓 (Y|Ỹ) | |𝑃 (Y|Ỹ)] .

Similarly with Eq.(9), we propose another variant loss function as DeCAwith pre-training (DeCA(p)):

L𝐷𝑒𝐶𝐴(𝑝 ) = −𝐸𝑃𝑓 [log 𝑃 (Ỹ|Y)] + 𝛼𝐷 [𝑃𝑓 (Y|Ỹ) | |𝑃 (Y)] + (1 − 𝛼)𝐷 [𝑃 (Y) | |𝑃𝑓 (Y|Ỹ)] . (13)

We use a pre-trained model 𝑓𝜃 ′ which has the same structure as our target model 𝑓𝜃 but is trained
with different random seeds to model 𝑃 (Y). This setting is motivated by the observation that
one model trained with different random seeds tends to make high variance predictions on noisy
examples but more consistent agreement predictions on clean examples, as shown in Figure 1(b).

The major difference between DeCA and DeCA(p) can be summarized as follows:
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• The auxiliary model 𝑔𝜇 of DeCA could be any model while the involved 𝑓𝜃 ′ in DeCA(p) has the
same model structure as the target model 𝑓𝜃 .
• DeCA co-trains the auxiliary model 𝑔𝜇 with 𝑓𝜃 but DeCA(p) uses a pre-trained and fixed 𝑓𝜃 ′ to
describe the prior distribution.

4.2 Denoising for Multi-Class Classification
In this section, we extend the proposed DeCA methods from the binary scenario to the multi-class
scenario.

4.2.1 Notations and Problem Formulation. Similarly to Section 4.1.1, the dataset is still denoted as
{𝑥𝑖 , 𝑦𝑖 }𝑁𝑖=1, with {𝑦𝑖 }𝑁𝑖=1 being the ground truth labels.X,Y, Ỹ are the features, underlying true labels,
observed corrupted labels, respectively. Here we denote all the possible classes as C{0, · · · , |C| − 1}
and now we have 𝑦𝑖 , 𝑦𝑖 ∈ C. Assumption 4.1 is then updated to:
Assumption 4.3. True label 𝑦𝑖 is drawn from a multinomial distribution conditioned on 𝑥𝑖 and is
not dependent on 𝑦𝑖 :

𝑦𝑖 ∼ 𝑀𝑢𝑙𝑡 ( |C|, 𝜂𝑖 ) ≈ 𝑀𝑢𝑙𝑡 ( |C|, 𝑓𝜃 (𝑥𝑖 )) (14)
where 𝜂𝑖 ∈ R𝐶 describes the probability distribution of 𝑖-th example over all |C| classes and is
approximated by 𝑓𝜃 (𝑥𝑖 ). 𝜃 denote the parameter of function 𝑓 .𝑀𝑢𝑙𝑡𝑖 ( |C|, 𝜂𝑖 ) refers to the multinomial
distribution with probabilities 𝜂𝑖 .

Besides, Assumption 4.2 is updated to:
Assumption 4.4. Given true label 𝑦𝑖 and the feature 𝑥𝑖 , the observed noisy label 𝑦𝑖 is also drawn
from a multinomial distribution:

𝑦𝑖 |𝑥𝑖 , 𝑦𝑖 ∼ 𝑀𝑢𝑙𝑡 ( |C|, ℎ𝜑 (𝑥𝑖 , 𝑦𝑖 )) (15)
where ℎ𝜑 is the model representing the mapping from (𝑥𝑖 , 𝑦𝑖 ) to 𝑦𝑖 , and 𝜙 is the parameters of the
model. With ℎ𝜑 we are able to describe the correlation between 𝑥𝑖 , 𝑦𝑖 and 𝑦𝑖 . Note that we combine two
models ℎ𝜙 and ℎ′

𝜓
in Eq.(2) into a single model ℎ𝜑 but conditioned on 𝑦𝑖 .

4.2.2 DeCA for the Multiple Class Scenario. Similarly with Section 4.1.3, we also need to minimize
the following KL-divergence:

𝐷 [𝑃𝑓 (Y|Ỹ) | |𝑃 (Y|Ỹ)] .
Then with Bayesian transformation (the same logic with Section 4.1.3), we have:

𝐸𝑃𝑓 [log 𝑃 (Ỹ|Y)] − 𝐷 [𝑃𝑓 (Y|Ỹ) | |𝑃 (Y)] = log 𝑃 (Ỹ) − 𝐷 [𝑃𝑓 (Y|Ỹ) | |𝑃 (Y|Ỹ)] .
Then we extract the left side of the last equation as our objective here:

L𝐷𝑒𝐶𝐴(𝑝 ) = −𝐸𝑃𝑓 [log 𝑃 (Ỹ|Y)] + 𝐷 [𝑃𝑓 (Y|Ỹ) | |𝑃 (Y)] (16)
Here 𝑃 (Y) is the prior distribution, which will be modeled by a pretrained model 𝑓𝜃 ′ . 𝑓𝜃 ′ has the same
structure as our target model 𝑓𝜃 but is trained with a different random seed, similar to the setting
in Section 4.1.3. Compared to the binary classification setting, there are two major differences:
(1) The detailed formulation of the term 𝐸𝑃𝑓 [log 𝑃 (Ỹ|Y)] in L is:

𝐸Y∼𝑃𝑓 [log 𝑃 (Ỹ|Y)] =
∑︁
𝑖

∑︁
𝑐∈C

log 𝑃 (𝑦𝑖 |𝑦𝑖 = 𝑐) ∗ 𝑃 (𝑦𝑖 = 𝑐) (17)

where 𝑃 (Ỹ|Y) is given by ℎ𝜑 defined in Eq.(14).
(2) The KL divergence term 𝐷 [𝑃𝑓 (Y|Ỹ) | |𝑃 (Y)] is calculated as:

𝐷 [𝑃𝑓 (Y|Ỹ) | |𝑃 (Y)] =
∑︁
𝑐∈C

𝑓𝜃 (𝑥𝑖 , 𝑐) · log
𝑓𝜃 (𝑥𝑖 , 𝑐)
𝑓𝜃 ′ (𝑥𝑖 , 𝑐)

(18)
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where 𝑓𝜃 (𝑥𝑖 , 𝑐) is the probability predicted by 𝑓𝜃 of 𝑥𝑖 being in class 𝑐 .

4.3 Training Routine
We can see there is a expectation term in Eq.(9), Eq.(13), Eq.(16), which is 𝐸𝑃𝑓 [log 𝑃 (Ỹ|Y)]. A naive
solution to optimize 𝐸𝑃𝑓 [log 𝑃 (Ỹ|Y)] could be performing the calculations in the objectives and
back-propagate directly. However, In our implementation, it won’t yield satisfactory results. The
reason is that computing 𝐸𝑃𝑓 [log 𝑃 (Ỹ|Y)] requires computing 𝑃 (Ỹ|Y) (or ℎ-models (ℎ𝜙 and ℎ′

𝜓
) in

Eq.(2) and ℎ𝜑 in Eq.(14) firstly. However, in the early stage of training, the true labels Y is hardly
inferred by the under-trained model 𝑓𝜃 , and the ℎ-models themselves are also corrupted. Then
the objective Eq.(9), Eq.(13), Eq.(16) will fail to refine the model 𝑓𝜃 and the ℎ-models. Instead, they
would stuck in poor local minimum where the loss is small but 𝑓𝜃 and ℎ-models are meaningless.
To handle this issue, we design an iterative training routine to perform more effective learning. We
elaborate the routine for multi-class scenario, and setting the number of classes to two can easily
lead to the formulation in binary-class settings. For the model ℎ𝜑 in Eq.(15), the input 𝑦𝑖 has |C|
possible values. We force the model to attend to one value in each timestep.
At timestep 𝑇 , let 𝑘 = 𝑇 mod |C|. In this step, ∀𝑐 ∈ C we set the probability 𝑃 (𝑦𝑖 |𝑦𝑖 ) as:

𝑃 (𝑦𝑖 = 𝑐 |𝑦𝑖 = 𝑐) =
{
1, 𝑐 ≠ 𝑘

ℎ𝜑 (𝑥𝑖 , 𝑦𝑖 , 𝑐), 𝑐 = 𝑘
(19)

where ℎ𝜑 (𝑥𝑖 , 𝑦𝑖 , 𝑐) = the 𝑐-th probability of ℎ𝜑 (𝑥𝑖 , 𝑦𝑖 ) for 𝑐 ∈ C.
Once Eq.(19) is given, the following several equations are yielded:

𝑃 (𝑦𝑖 = 𝑘 |𝑦𝑖 ≠ 𝑘) = 0;
𝑃 (𝑦𝑖 ≠ 𝑘,𝑦𝑖 ≠ 𝑦𝑖 |𝑦𝑖 ≠ 𝑘) = 0;
𝑃 (𝑦𝑖 ≠ 𝑘 |𝑦𝑖 = 𝑘) = ℎ𝜑 (𝑥𝑖 , 𝑦𝑖 , 𝑦𝑖 )

In the following part, we denote 𝐶𝑘1 and 𝐶𝑘2 as follows:

𝐶𝑘1 = − log 𝑃 (𝑦𝑖 = 𝑘 |𝑦𝑖 ≠ 𝑘) (20)
𝐶𝑘2 = − log 𝑃 (𝑦𝑖 ≠ 𝑘,𝑦𝑖 ≠ 𝑦𝑖 |𝑦𝑖 ≠ 𝑘) (21)

The reason of doing this is that these two variables will appear in the following deductions and
− log 0 are generally not calculable. So we need to find some large positive numbers to substitute
them. There are several points here to note: (1) 𝐶𝑘1 and 𝐶𝑘2 shrink to only one parameter 𝐶𝑘 when
in binary class classification problems because it’s not possible to have the case that 𝑦𝑖 ≠ 𝑘,𝑦𝑖 ≠
𝑦𝑖 , 𝑦𝑖 ≠ 𝑘 . So there are two parameters in binary classification problems: 𝐶𝑘 , 𝑘 = 1, 2. (2) We define
𝐶1 and 𝐶2 here because we want to pay extra attention on class 𝑘 at the current step, so when
𝑦𝑖 ≠ 𝑘 , we would like to use a specific pamameter 𝐶𝑘1 to denote − log 𝑃 (𝑦𝑖 = 𝑘 |𝑦𝑖 ≠ 𝑘). So for each
class, we have two parameters 𝐶𝑘1 and 𝐶𝑘2 here. So our framework could potentially be applied to
various kinds of noises.
With the above equations, Eq.(17) becomes:
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𝐸Y∼𝑃𝑓 [log 𝑃 (Ỹ|Y)] = 𝐸𝑌∼𝑃𝑓
∑︁
𝑖

𝑃 (𝑦𝑖 = 𝑐) log 𝑃 (𝑦𝑖 |𝑦𝑖 = 𝑐)

=
∑︁
𝑖 | �̃�𝑖=𝑘

∑︁
𝑐∈C&𝑐≠𝑘

−𝐶1𝑘 ∗ 𝑃 (𝑦𝑖 = 𝑐) + log 𝑃 (𝑦𝑖 = 𝑘 |𝑦𝑖 = 𝑘) ∗ 𝑃 (𝑦𝑖 = 𝑘)

+
∑︁
𝑖 | �̃�𝑖≠𝑘

∑︁
𝑐∈C&𝑐≠𝑘,𝑐≠�̃�

−𝐶2𝑘 ∗ 𝑃 (𝑦𝑖 = 𝑐) + log(𝑃 (𝑦𝑖 |𝑦𝑖 = 𝑘))𝑃 (𝑦𝑖 = 𝑘)

=
∑︁
𝑖 | �̃�𝑖=𝑘

−𝐶1𝑘 ∗ (1 − 𝑃 (𝑦𝑖 = 𝑘)) + logℎ𝜑 (𝑥𝑖 , 𝑘, 𝑘) ∗ 𝑃 (𝑦𝑖 = 𝑘)

+
∑︁
𝑖 | �̃�𝑖≠𝑘

−𝐶2𝑘 ∗ (1 − 𝑃 (𝑦𝑖 = 𝑘) − 𝑃 (𝑦𝑖 = 𝑦𝑖 )) + log(ℎ𝜑 (𝑥𝑖 , 𝑘,𝑦𝑖 ))𝑃 (𝑦𝑖 = 𝑘) (22)

where𝐶1𝑘 is the large positive hyper-parameter used to substitute the − log(𝑃 (𝑦𝑖 = 𝑘 |𝑦𝑖 = 𝑐)),∀𝑐 ∈
C\{𝑘}, and 𝐶2𝑘 is another large positive hyper-parameter representing − log(𝑃 (𝑦𝑖 |𝑦𝑖 = 𝑐)),∀𝑐 ∈
C\{𝑘,𝑦𝑖 }. Intuitively, we constrain all the correlations between 𝑐 ≠ 𝑘 ,𝑦 and𝑦 but leave the function
lying between 𝑦 and 𝑘 unconstrained, denoted by 𝑃 (𝑦𝑖 |𝑦𝑖 = 𝑘). Thus the objective of current step
is to learn the part that is only correlated with 𝑦𝑖 = 𝑘 in ℎ𝜑 .
After certain epochs (the number of epochs is a hyperparameter and is usually chosen at the point
that the above part is converged), when the probability distributions parameterized by ℎ𝜑 have
converged, we can remove 𝐶𝑘1 and 𝐶𝑘2 and change Eq.(19) to:

𝑃 (𝑦𝑖 = 𝑐 |𝑦𝑖 = 𝑐) =
{
𝑆𝐺 (ℎ𝜑 (𝑥𝑖 , 𝑦𝑖 )), 𝑐 ≠ 𝑘

ℎ𝜑 (𝑥𝑖 , 𝑦𝑖 ), 𝑐 = 𝑘
(23)

where 𝑆𝐺 means stop-gradient. Then the objective in Eq.(22) will be:

𝐸 [log 𝑃 (Ỹ|Y)] =


∑︁
𝑖 | �̃�𝑖=𝑘

∑︁
𝑐∈C&𝑐≠𝑘

𝑆𝐺 (log 𝑃 (𝑘 |𝑦𝑖 = 𝑐)) ∗ 𝑃 (𝑦𝑖 = 𝑐) + log 𝑃 (𝑘 |𝑦𝑖 = 𝑘) ∗ 𝑃 (𝑦𝑖 = 𝑘)∑︁
𝑖 | �̃�𝑖≠𝑘

∑︁
𝑐∈C&𝑐≠𝑘,𝑐≠�̃�

𝑆𝐺 (log 𝑃 (𝑦𝑖 |𝑦𝑖 = 𝑐)) ∗ 𝑃 (𝑦𝑖 = 𝑐) + log(𝑃 (𝑦𝑖 |𝑦𝑖 = 𝑘))𝑃 (𝑦𝑖 = 𝑘)

(24)
In our formulation, for |C|-class classification tasks, we have 2|C| parameters to tune. However, in
the implementation, we may shrink these parameters into several ones. Refer to the details in our
implementation in the next section.

4.4 Application in Recommendation tasks and Image Classification tasks
In this section, we introduce how to apply the above proposed methods into recommendation tasks
(binary-classification problems) and image classification tasks (multi-class classification problems),
in order to show the effectiveness of our methods.

For recommendation tasks, the input 𝑥𝑖 is actually a user-item pair. So we simply need to replace
the 𝑥𝑖 with (𝑢, 𝑖) where 𝑢, 𝑖 means the pair of user 𝑢 and item 𝑖 . Then we give the pseudo code of
DeCA and DeCA(p) on recommendation tasks in Algorithm 1 and Algorithm 2, respectively. Note
that the noises in the positive and negative samples have different sources. Thus when focusing on
different classes, 𝐶𝑘 should be different. (𝐶𝑘1 and 𝐶𝑘2 in Eq.(22) shrink to 𝐶𝑘 in binary tasks, see
Section 4.3). Thus in our experiments, we tuned two parameters𝐶0 and𝐶1, and the results also show
that setting 𝐶0 and 𝐶1 to the same numbers is not the optimal solution. In our training process,
there are two classes C = {0, 1}. Then when 𝑘 = 0, − log 𝑃 (𝑦𝑖 = 𝑘 |𝑦𝑖 ≠ 𝑘) = − log 𝑃 (𝑦𝑖 = 0|𝑦𝑖 = 1)
is modelled by ℎ′

𝜓
. In the meantime, − log 𝑃 (𝑦𝑖 = 1|𝑦𝑖 = 0) will be replaced with𝐶0. In this case, we
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Algorithm 1: Learning algorithm of DeCA for recommendation tasks
Input: Corrupted data Ỹ, learning rate 𝛽 , epochs𝑇 , hyper-parameter 𝛼,𝐶1,𝐶2, regularization weight 𝜆,

target recommender 𝑓 , auxiliary model 𝑔, ℎ, ℎ′
Output: Parameters 𝜃, 𝜇, 𝜙,𝜓 for 𝑓 , 𝑔, ℎ, ℎ′, correspondingly

1 Initialize all parameters;
2 𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡 ← 0;
3 while Not early stop and 𝑒𝑝𝑜𝑐ℎ < 𝑇 do
4 Draw a minibatch of (𝑢, 𝑖+) from {(𝑢, 𝑖) |𝑦𝑖 = 1};
5 Draw (𝑢, 𝑖−) from {(𝑢, 𝑖) |𝑦𝑖 = 0} for each (𝑢, 𝑖+);
6 if 𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡%2 == 0 then
7 Compute L𝐷𝑒𝐶𝐴 according to Eq.(9) and Eq.(22);
8 else
9 Compute L𝐷𝑒𝐶𝐴 according to Eq.(9) and Eq.(22);

10 Add regularization term: L𝐷𝑒𝐶𝐴 ← L𝐷𝑒𝐶𝐴 + 𝜆 | |𝜃 | |2;
11 for each parameter Θ in {𝜃, 𝜇, 𝜙,𝜓 } do
12 Compute 𝜕L𝐷𝑒𝐶𝐴/𝜕Θ by back-propagation;
13 Θ← Θ − 𝛽𝜕L𝐷𝑒𝐶𝐴/𝜕Θ
14 end
15 𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡 ← 𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡 + 1;
16 end

are actually assuming that 𝑃 (𝑦𝑖 = 0|𝑦𝑖 = 0) = 1, thus under this assumption, for all the samples
with 𝑦𝑖 = 1, the corresponding 𝑦𝑖 could only be 1, or there would be conflicts. So when 𝑘 = 0, we
are denoising negative samples. And we call this step DN (Denoising Negative). Similarly, when
𝑘 = 1, the corresponding step is called DP (Denoising Positive). Note that we do not need to
calculate the equation as in Eq.(24) since in our experiments training with Eq.(24) does not bring
any improvements. We remove this part to make the process more simplified.
Besides, for Co-trained DeCA, we chose 𝑔𝜇 to be MF to (a) achieve more efficient computation
and more stable learning because of the simplicity of MF; (b) yield good performances since MF is
shown to be still effective (as stated in Section 4.1.1); (c) make the proposed DeCA more applicable
without tuning on the selection of 𝑔𝜇 , as MF is one of the most general models. While for 𝑓𝜃 , the
target model, it could be any recommendation model. As for ℎ𝜙 and ℎ′

𝜓
in Eq.(2), we also implement

them as MF. In ablation study, we try some other models for ℎ𝜙 and ℎ′
𝜓
but find no differences.

For image classification tasks, the input 𝑥𝑖 is the image. we also give the pseudo code of DeCA(p)
on this task in Algorithm 3. In our experiments, we focus on random noises in the labels. Then since
the sources of noises in different classes are the same, we intuitively set 𝐶01 = 𝐶11 = · · · = 𝐶 | C |1
and 𝐶02 = 𝐶12 = · · · = 𝐶 | C |2. Then we denote 𝐶1 = 𝐶01, 𝐶2 = 𝐶02. When focusing on the class 𝑘 , we
want to highlight every value corresponding with class 𝑘 , so we do not merge 𝐶1 and 𝐶2 to the
same value. Instead, we tune two parameters 𝐶1 and 𝐶2 in our experiments.

The values of 𝐶𝑘1 and 𝐶𝑘2, 𝑘 ∈ C are the key to handle different kinds of noises. When applying
DeCA into different problems, we need to think about the inner property of the problem and
carefully choose the values and then tune them.
In our implementation, 𝑓𝜃 serves as the image classification model, and ℎ𝜑 is a two-layer MLP

with ReLU activation. To reduce the number of parameters to be trained and the burden of training,
we opt to feed the embeddings of the images from the last but one layer of 𝑓𝜃 into ℎ𝜑 instead of
reading images directly.
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Algorithm 2: Learning algorithm of DeCA(p) for recommendation tasks.
Input: Corrupted data Ỹ, learning rate 𝛽 , epochs𝑇 , hyper-parameter 𝛼,𝐶1,𝐶2, regularization weight 𝜆,

target recommender 𝑓 , auxiliary model ℎ, ℎ′
Output: Parameters 𝜃, 𝜙,𝜓 for 𝑓 , ℎ, ℎ′, correspondingly

1 Set random seed to 𝑠1, initialize another copy of 𝜃 as 𝜃 ′;
2 while Not early stop and 𝑒𝑝𝑜𝑐ℎ < 𝑇 do
3 Draw a minibatch of (𝑢, 𝑖+) from {(𝑢, 𝑖) |𝑦𝑖 = 1};
4 Draw (𝑢, 𝑖−) from {(𝑢, 𝑖) |𝑦𝑖 = 0} for each (𝑢, 𝑖+);
5 Compute binary cross-entropy L𝐵𝐶𝐸 on (𝑢, 𝑖+) and (𝑢, 𝑖−) with 𝑓𝜃 ′ ;
6 Add regularization: L𝐵𝐶𝐸 ← L𝐵𝐶𝐸 + 𝜆 | |𝜃 ′ | |2;
7 Compute 𝜕L𝐵𝐶𝐸/𝜕𝜃 ′ by back-propagation;
8 𝜃 ′ ← 𝜃 ′ − 𝛽𝜕L/𝜕𝜃 ′;
9 end

10 Freeze 𝜃 ′, set random seed to 𝑠2 and initialize 𝜃, 𝜙,𝜓 ;
11 𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡 ← 0;
12 while Not early stop and 𝑒𝑝𝑜𝑐ℎ < 𝑇 do
13 Draw (𝑢, 𝑖+) and (𝑢, 𝑖−) similarly with line3-4;
14 if 𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡%2 == 0 then
15 Compute L𝐷𝑒𝐶𝐴(𝑝 ) according to Eq.(13) and Eq.(22);
16 else
17 Compute L𝐷𝑒𝐶𝐴(𝑝 ) according to Eq.(13) and Eq.(22);
18 Add regularization term: L𝐷𝑒𝐶𝐴(𝑝 ) ← L𝐷𝑒𝐶𝐴(𝑝 ) + 𝜆 | |𝜃 | |2;
19 for each parameter Θ in {𝜃, 𝜙,𝜓 } do
20 Compute 𝜕L𝐷𝑒𝐶𝐴(𝑝 )/𝜕Θ by back-propagation;
21 Θ← Θ − 𝛽𝜕L𝐷𝑒𝐶𝐴(𝑝 )/𝜕Θ;
22 end
23 𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡 ← 𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡 + 1;
24 end

4.5 Discussion
In this subsection, we provide a brief discussion to illustrate the relationship between our methods
and other related methods.

4.5.1 Relationship with Variational Auto-Encoder. We can see that Eq.(13) is exactly the objective
function of a variational auto-encoder (VAE) [17]. Specifically, the real user preference Y is the
latent variable. 𝑃𝑓 (Y|Ỹ) which is parameterized by our target model 𝑓𝜃 maps the corrupted data Ỹ
to the latent variables Y and thus can be seen as the encoder. The likelihood 𝑃 (Ỹ|Y) describes the
distribution of corrupted data Ỹ given the real user preference Y and acts as the decoder. Finally,
𝑃 (R) is the fixed prior distribution. However, we claim that the proposed DeCA(p) is substantially
different from VAE. For example, DeCA(p) does not utilize the re-parameterization of VAE. VAE
is just an interpretation of DeCA(p). Besides, although there are some methods utilizing VAE for
recommendation [37, 49], few of them are designed for recommendation denoising. Finally, existing
VAE-based recommendation methods are actually recommendation models while the proposed
DeCA(p) acts a model-agnostic training framework which is then instantiated with all kinds of
downstream models. They serve on different levels.
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Algorithm 3: Learning algorithm of DeCA(p) for multi-class classification problems.
Input: Corrupted data Ỹ, learning rate 𝛽 , number of epochs𝑇1,𝑇2, hyper-parameter 𝛼,𝐶1,𝐶2,

regularization weight 𝜆, target model 𝑓 , auxiliary model ℎ
Output: Parameters 𝜃, 𝜙,𝜓 for 𝑓 , ℎ, ℎ′, correspondingly

1 Set random seed to 𝑠1, initialize another copy of 𝜃 as 𝜃 ′;
2 while Not early stop and 𝑒𝑝𝑜𝑐ℎ < (𝑇1 +𝑇2) do
3 Draw a minibatch (𝑥,𝑦) from X and Y, Computer binary cross-entropy loss:

L𝑐𝑟𝑜𝑠𝑠−𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑝𝑦 (𝑓𝜃 ′ (𝑥), 𝑦);
4 Compute 𝜕L𝑐𝑟𝑜𝑠𝑠−𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑝𝑦/𝜕𝜃 ′ by back-propagation;
5 𝜃 ′ ← 𝜃 ′ − 𝛽𝜕L𝑐𝑟𝑜𝑠𝑠−𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑝𝑦/𝜕𝜃 ′;
6 end
7 Freeze 𝜃 ′, set random seed to 𝑠2 (𝑠2 ≠ 𝑠1) and initialize 𝜃, 𝜙,𝜓 ;
8 𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡 ← 0;
9 while Not early stop and 𝑒𝑝𝑜𝑐ℎ < (𝑇1 +𝑇2) do
10 Draw a minibatch (𝑥,𝑦) from X and Y;
11 𝑘 ← 𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡%|C|;
12 if 𝑒𝑝𝑜𝑐ℎ <= 𝑇1 then
13 Computer L according to Eq.(22);
14 else
15 Computer L according to Eq.(24);
16 for each parameter Θ in {𝜃, 𝜙,𝜓 } do
17 Compute 𝜕L𝐷𝑒𝐶𝐴(𝑝 )/𝜕Θ by back-propagation;
18 Θ← Θ − 𝛽𝜕L𝐷𝑒𝐶𝐴(𝑝 )/𝜕Θ;
19 end
20 𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡 ← 𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑡 + 1;
21 end

4.5.2 Analysis of the Run Time Complexity. For DeCA, the main additional complexity comes
from the forward and backward of the auxiliary model. DeCA also incorporates information from
different models. However, compared with ensemble methods, DeCA only uses the target model
for inference while ensemble methods need the forward pass of each model. As a result, DeCA is
more efficient than ensemble methods in the inference stage.

5 EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we empirically demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed DeCA through
extensive experiments. For the binary scenario, we instantiate the proposed DeCA and DeCA(p)
with four state-of-the-art recommendationmodels as the target model 𝑓 . For the multi-class scenario
, we instantiate DeCA(p) with the ResNet32 model as the target model 𝑓 . We aim to answer the
following research questions:
• RQ1: How do the proposed methods perform compared to normal training and other denoising
methods? Can the proposed methods help to downgrade the effect of noisy examples?
• RQ2: How does the design of proposed methods affect the recommendation performance, in-
cluding the iterative training, hyperparameter study, and model selection?
• RQ3: Can the proposed methods generate reasonable preference distribution given the corrupted
binary recommendation data?
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Table 1. Statistics of the datasets

Dataset # Users # Items # Interactions Sparsity

MovieLens 943 1,682 100,000 0.93695
Modcloth 44,783 1,020 99,893 0.99781
Adressa 212,231 6,596 419,491 0.99970

Electronics 1,157,633 9,560 1,292,954 0.99988

5.1 Experimental Settings
5.1.1 Datasets. For recommendation tasks, we conduct experiments with four public accessible
datasets: MovieLens, Modcloth3, Adressa4 and Electronics5. More statistics about these three
datasets are listed in Table 1. For each dataset, we construct the clean test set with only clean
examples which denote the real user preference.
MovieLens [22]. This is one of the most popular datasets in the task of recommendation. For

evaluation, the clean test set is constructed based on user-item pairs with ratings equal to 5.
Modcloth. It is from an e-commerce website that sells women’s clothing and accessories. For

evaluation, the clean test set is built on user-item pairs whose rating scores are equal to 5.
Adressa. This is a real-world news reading dataset from Adressavisen. It contains the interaction

records of anonymous users and the news. According to [32], we use interactions with dwell time
longer than 10 seconds to construct the clean test set.

Electronics. Electronics is collected from the Electronics category on Amazon [45, 55]. The clean
test set is built with user-item pairs with rating scores equal to 5.
Note that all the ratings and dwell time are only used to construct the clean test set. The

recommendation models are trained with only the corrupted binary implicit feedback.
CIFAR10. It consists of 60000 32x32 colour images in 10 classes, with 6000 images per class.

There are 50000 training images and 10000 test images.
Fashion-MNIST[64]. It is a dataset of Zalando’s article images—consisting of a training set

of 60,000 examples and a test set of 10,000 examples. Each example is a 28x28 grayscale image,
associated with a label from 10 classes.

5.1.2 Evaluation protocols. We adopt cross-validation to evaluate the performance. For Adressa
and MovieLens, we split the user-item interactions into the training set, validation set, and test
set according to the ratio of 8:1:1 in chronological order [56]. As for Modcloth and Electronics, we
randomly split the historical interactions according to the ratio of 8:1:1. After that, the clean test
set is constructed for each dataset as described in section 5.1.1. For CIFAR10 and Fashion-MNIST,
we use the default split, where 50000 pictures are the training set and 10000 pictures are the testing
set. Then we randomly sample 10000 pictures from the training set to construct the validation set.

For recommendation tasks, the performance is measured by two widely used top-𝐾 recommenda-
tion metrics [26, 65]: recall@𝐾 and ndcg@𝐾 . By default, we set K = 5, 20 for Modcloth and Adressa,
and K = 10, 50 for Electronics since the number of items in Electronics is larger. The metric accuracy
is used for the image classification tasks. All experiments are run 3 times. The average and standard
deviation are reported.

3https://github.com/MengtingWan/marketBias
4https://github.com/WenjieWWJ/DenoisingRec
5https://github.com/MengtingWan/marketBias
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5.1.3 Baselines. For recommendation tasks,We select four state-of-the-art recommendationmodels
as the target model 𝑓 of DeCA and DeCA(p):
• GMF [26]: This is a generalized version of MF by changing the inner product to the element-wise
product and a dense layer.
• NeuMF [26]: The method is a state-of-the-art neural CF model which combines GMF with a
Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP).
• CDAE [63]: CDAE corrupts the observed interactions with random noises, and then employs
several linear layers to reconstruct the original datasets, which will increase its anti-noise abilities.
• LightGCN [25]: LightGCN is a newly proposed graph-based recommendation model which
learns user and item embeddings by linearly propagating them on the interaction graph.

Each model is trained with the following approaches:
• Normal: Train the model on the noisy dataset with simple binary-cross-entropy (BCE) loss.
• WBPR [19]: This is a re-sampling based denoising method, which considers the popular but
uninteracted items are highly likely to be real negative ones.
• T-CE [56]: This is a re-weighting based denoising method, which uses the Truncated BCE to
assign zero weights to large-loss examples with a dynamic threshold in each iteration.
• Ensemble: This is an ensemble-based approach, which aggregates the results from two models
with different random seeds.
• DeCA and DeCA(p): Our proposed methods.
Besides, [68] proposed a noisy robust learning method. We do not compare with this method
because it has been shown to be only applicable to the MF model [68].
For image classification tasks, we choose ResNet-32 [24] as the backbone model. Besides, we

select the following denoising methods as the baselines:
• Normal: Training on the noisy dataset.
• MW-Net [50]: It build a meta-weight-net to reweight the loss for each instance. The meta-weight-
net is trained using a small set of clean data. In our implementaion, we select 1000 images in
the whole dataset before adding noise to the remaining part, which is consistent with [50]. This
serves as the re-weighting strategy mentioned in Section 1.
• ITLM [48]: It uses the iterative trimmed loss strategy, select a certain portion of the dataset (eg.
80% of the dataset) with the minimal loss to construct a new subset, which will be used to train
the model in next iteration. This serves as the re-sampling strategy mentioned in Sectioin 1.
• DeCA(p): Our proposed method.

5.1.4 Parameter settings. We optimize all models using Adam optimizer. For recommendation
tasks, The batch size is set as 2048. The learning rate is tuned as 0.001 on four datasets. For each
training instance, we sample one interacted sample and one randomly sampled missing interaction
to feed the model. We use the recommended network settings of all models. Besides, the embedding
size of users and items in GMF and NeuMF, the hidden size of CDAE, are all set to 32. For LightGCN,
the embedding size is set to 64 without dropout [25]. The 𝐿2 regularization coefficient is tuned in
{0.01, 0.1, 1, 10, 100, 1000} divided by the number of users in each dataset. For DeCA and DeCA(p),
there are three hyper-parameters: 𝐶1, 𝐶2 and 𝛼 . We apply a grid search for hyperparameters: 𝐶1
and 𝐶2 are searched among {1, 10, 100, 1000}, 𝛼 is tuned in {0, 0.5, 1}. For image classification tasks,
the batch size is set to 100, and the learning rate is tuned in [0.1, 0.01]. The hyperpameters 𝐶1 and
𝐶2 are searched among {1, 10, 50, 100}. Note that the hyperparameters of models (e.g. the hidden
size of the model) keep exactly the same across all training approaches for a fair comparison. It also
indicates that the proposed methods can be easily integrated with downstream recommendation
models without exhaustive hyperparameter refinement.
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5.2 Performance Comparison (RQ1)
5.2.1 Recommendation. Table 2 and Table 3 shows the performance comparison on Movielens,
Modcloth, Adressa and Electronics. From the table, we can have the following observations:
• The proposed DeCA and DeCA(p) can effectively improve the recommendation performance of
all the four recommendation models over all datasets. Either DeCA or DeCA(p) achieves the best
performance compared with normal training and other denoising methods, except for few cases.
Even if the CDAE model itself is based on the denoising auto-encoder which is more robust
to corrupted data, there still exists improvement when training with our proposed methods,
especially in the MovieLens dataset.
• Simple ensemble of the results from different models sometimes cannot lead to better performance,
for example, in the Electronic dataset. The reason could be that the Electronic data is super sparse.
The results from different models vary much more. Simple aggregating two very different results
could lead to poor performance in such cases.
• The performance of LightGCN is not so good on Modcloth, Adressa and Electronics. This could
be attributed to the bias of datasets. We can see from Table 1 that users in three datasets would
only be connected to a small number of items while items are connected to a large amount of
users. The imbalance of interaction graphs could affect the performance of LightGCN.

Table 2. Overall performance comparison on MovieLens and Modcloth. The highest scores are in Boldface. R
is short for Recall and N is short for NDCG. The results with improvements over the best baseline larger than
5% are marked with ∗.

MovieLens R@3 R@20 N@3 N@20 R@3 R@20 N@3 N@20

GMF NeuMF

Normal 0.021±0.001 0.095±0.001 0.035±0.003 0.059±0.001 0.025±0.002 0.103±0.006 0.041±0.002 0.064±0.003
WBPR 0.023±0.002 0.082±0.003 0.045±0.002 0.056±0.000 0.022±0.003 0.086±0.001 0.038±0.005 0.054±0.002
T-CE 0.017±0.002 0.098±0.001 0.026±0.003 0.054±0.001 0.026±0.004 0.106±0.002 0.047±0.003 0.068±0.002

Ensemble 0.021±0.000 0.095±0.001 0.035±0.001 0.059±0.000 0.030±0.001 0.108±0.003 0.048±0.002 0.070±0.002
DeCA 0.022±0.001 0.109±0.007∗ 0.038±0.001 0.064±0.002 0.022±0.001 0.099±0.006 0.032±0.003 0.059±0.003

DeCA(p) 0.027±0.002∗ 0.099±0.001 0.054±0.003∗ 0.066±0.001∗ 0.035±0.000∗ 0.120±0.003∗ 0.064±0.000∗ 0.081±0.002∗

CDAE LightGCN

Normal 0.017±0.000 0.095±0.002 0.028±0.004 0.052±0.001 0.025±0.000 0.106±0.001 0.048±0.000 0.065±0.000
WBPR 0.017±0.003 0.087±0.004 0.028±0.003 0.050±0.002 0.031±0.000 0.093±0.001 0.054±0.000 0.064±0.000
T-CE 0.014±0.002 0.095±0.007 0.024±0.004 0.050±0.001 0.011±0.001 0.080±0.007 0.020±0.002 0.043±0.002

Ensemble 0.015±0.003 0.099±0.000 0.026±0.004 0.052±0.001 0.026±0.001 0.105±0.002 0.049±0.001 0.064±0.000
DeCA 0.029±0.001∗ 0.109±0.000 0.048±0.001∗ 0.066±0.000 0.027±0.000 0.104±0.001 0.044±0.002 0.064±0.001

DeCA(p) 0.028±0.002 0.110±0.002∗ 0.047±0.002 0.067±0.001∗ 0.029±0.001 0.118±0.001∗ 0.055±0.001 0.075±0.001∗

Modcloth R@5 R@20 N@5 N@20 R@5 R@20 N@5 N@20

GMF NeuMF
Normal 0.063±0.006 0.225±0.008 0.043±0.005 0.088±0.005 0.082±0.003 0.242±0.004 0.055±0.002 0.101±0.002
WBPR 0.067±0.002 0.224±0.002 0.046±0.001 0.090±0.001 0.092±0.001 0.247±0.020 0.064±0.001 0.108±0.006
T-CE 0.067±0.004 0.235±0.002 0.045±0.003 0.093±0.001 0.065±0.010 0.228±0.008 0.044±0.010 0.091±0.008

Ensemble 0.064±0.004 0.228±0.007 0.043±0.002 0.089±0.002 0.090±0.003 0.260±0.004 0.061±0.001 0.109±0.002
DeCA 0.072±0.001 0.245±0.001 0.050±0.001 0.099±0.001 0.099±0.005∗ 0.268±0.006 0.065±0.001 0.113±0.001

DeCA(p) 0.074±0.001∗ 0.247±0.001∗ 0.052±0.001∗ 0.100±0.000∗ 0.087±0.005 0.265±0.006 0.059±0.004 0.110±0.004

CDAE LightGCN

Normal 0.082±0.004 0.242±0.003 0.052±0.002 0.098±0.001 0.065±0.001 0.220±0.002 0.043±0.001 0.087±0.002
WBPR 0.079±0.000 0.238±0.004 0.050±0.000 0.095±0.001 0.072±0.001 0.222±0.002 0.046±0.001 0.088±0.001
T-CE 0.075±0.003 0.243±0.008 0.048±0.002 0.096±0.002 0.071±0.000 0.231±0.001 0.049±0.000 0.093±0.000

Ensemble 0.084±0.002 0.250±0.002 0.054±0.001 0.100±0.001 0.068±0.001 0.227±0.001 0.046±0.000 0.090±0.000
DeCA 0.086±0.004 0.250±0.003 0.056±0.001 0.102±0.000 0.064±0.001 0.221±0.002 0.041±0.000 0.085±0.000

DeCA(p) 0.089±0.004∗ 0.251±0.005 0.057±0.003∗ 0.103±0.003∗ 0.073±0.001 0.235±0.001 0.051±0.001 0.096±0.000

5.2.2 Image Classification. Table 4 shows the results of the DeCA(p) and the baselines with the
backbone ResNet-32 on CIFAR10 and Fashion-MNIST. The noises are added randomly. From
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Table 3. Overall performance comparison on Adressa and Electronics. The highest scores are in Boldface. R is
short for Recall and N is short for NDCG. The results with improvements over the best baseline larger than
5% are marked with ∗.

Adressa R@5 R@20 N@5 N@20 R@5 R@20 N@5 N@20

GMF NeuMF
Normal 0.116±0.003 0.209±0.005 0.080±0.002 0.112±0.001 0.169±0.004 0.312±0.004 0.131±0.002 0.180±0.003
WBPR 0.115±0.007 0.210±0.007 0.084±0.003 0.116±0.003 0.172±0.002 0.311±0.003 0.132±0.001 0.181±0.001
T-CE 0.109±0.000 0.209±0.001 0.070±0.000 0.104±0.000 0.172±0.003 0.312±0.003 0.134±0.001 0.183±0.002

Ensemble 0.110±0.002 0.191±0.006 0.078±0.002 0.105±0.003 0.180±0.001 0.311±0.001 0.134±0.001 0.180±0.000
DeCA 0.125±0.002∗ 0.220±0.001∗ 0.091±0.002 0.126±0.002 0.170±0.006 0.318±0.002 0.130±0.001 0.181±0.000

DeCA(p) 0.123±0.005 0.220±0.001 0.093±0.004∗ 0.127±0.003∗ 0.183±0.009 0.316±0.004 0.137±0.002 0.181±0.005

CDAE LightGCN

Normal 0.162±0.000 0.317±0.001 0.123±0.000 0.178±0.000 0.085±0.004 0.215±0.005 0.064±0.003 0.107±0.003
WBPR 0.161±0.001 0.315±0.005 0.121±0.002 0.173±0.004 0.118±0.003 0.211±0.006 0.089±0.002 0.119±0.004
T-CE 0.161±0.001 0.317±0.003 0.122±0.002 0.176±0.004 0.119±0.001 0.206±0.003 0.091±0.001 0.121±0.001

Ensemble 0.162±0.000 0.317±0.001 0.122±0.000 0.176±0.000 0.104±0.001 0.217±0.001 0.078±0.001 0.118±0.001
DeCA 0.162±0.000 0.319±0.000 0.123±0.000 0.178±0.000 0.112±0.001 0.221±0.001 0.077±0.005 0.116±0.005

DeCA(p) 0.163±0.000 0.320±0.002 0.123±0.000 0.178±0.001 0.121±0.001 0.222±0.001 0.089±0.001 0.125±0.000

Electronics R@10 R@50 N@10 N@50 R@10 R@50 N@10 N@50

GMF NeuMF

Normal 0.023±0.000 0.063±0.001 0.013±0.000 0.021±0.000 0.075±0.000 0.191±0.002 0.048±0.000 0.072±0.001
WBPR 0.026±0.001 0.072±0.001 0.014±0.000 0.024±0.000 0.077±0.000 0.201±0.001 0.048±0.000 0.074±0.000
T-CE 0.024±0.000 0.063±0.001 0.013±0.000 0.022±0.000 0.071±0.004 0.189±0.008 0.045±0.002 0.071±0.003

Ensemble 0.014±0.001 0.034±0.001 0.010±0.000 0.016±0.000 0.051±0.000 0.108±0.001 0.040±0.000 0.055±0.000
DeCA 0.045±0.001∗ 0.104±0.000 0.023±0.000 0.037±0.000 0.071±0.001 0.191±0.001 0.044±0.002 0.069±0.001

DeCA(p) 0.042±0.001 0.110±0.000∗ 0.024±0.000∗ 0.038±0.000∗ 0.074±0.002 0.200±0.001 0.047±0.000 0.074±0.000

CDAE LightGCN

Normal 0.074±0.001 0.197±0.001 0.047±0.000 0.073±0.000 0.024±0.000 0.081±0.001 0.016±0.000 0.030±0.000
WBPR 0.077±0.000 0.190±0.000 0.048±0.000 0.072±0.000 0.022±0.000 0.076±0.001 0.015±0.000 0.028±0.000
T-CE 0.067±0.002 0.187±0.010 0.044±0.001 0.067±0.003 0.024±0.001 0.086±0.001 0.017±0.000 0.031±0.000

Ensemble 0.043±0.000 0.110±0.001 0.036±0.000 0.056±0.000 0.018±0.000 0.049±0.001 0.014±0.000 0.023±0.000
DeCA 0.077±0.000 0.201±0.001 0.048±0.000 0.075±0.000 0.025±0.000 0.103±0.001 0.018±0.000 0.036±0.000

DeCA(p) 0.077±0.000 0.202±0.001 0.048±0.000 0.075±0.000 0.026±0.001 0.104±0.001∗ 0.019±0.000 0.037±0.000∗

Table 4. Overall performance comparison on Image Classication task. The highest accuracies are in Boldface.

CIFAR10 10% 20% 30% 40% 50%

Normal 89.01±0.41% 87.44±0.85% 86.06±0.55% 84.15±0.47% 81.83±0.77%
MW-Net 89.33±0.28% 88.36±0.48% 86.70±0.39% 85.01±0.12% 82.87±0.64%
ITLM 89.45±0.36% 87.79±0.13% 86.22±0.46% 84.95±0.11% 82.12±0.34%

DeCA(p) 90.32±0.18% 88.78±0.20% 87.07±0.19% 86.62±0.26% 84.32±0.32%

FMNIST 10% 20% 30% 40% 50%

Normal 87.01±0.02% 86.42±0.03% 85.58±0.02% 84.89±0.02% 83.62±0.02%
MW-Net 88.01±0.08% 86.54±0.10% 86.81±0.08% 86.18±0.09% 84.37±0.07%
ITLM 89.01±0.09% 88.55±0.06% 87.56±0.04% 87.10±0.08% 86.53±0.06%

DeCA(p) 89.47±0.05% 89.44±0.03% 88.86±0.04% 88.72±0.06% 88.25±0.07%

the table, we can have following observations: (1) Our proposed method DeCA(p) consistently
outperform the normal training setting and other denoising methods. (2) As the noise ratio gets
larger, our methods get less affected by the noise ratio, which means the performance gain gets
more significant.

We also analyse how DeCA(p) affect the memorization of noisy samples, i.e. enhance the robust-
ness of the mdoel. Figure 3 shows the learning curve of the baselines and the proposed DeCA(p)
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Fig. 3. Model performance along the training process.

Table 5. Performance comparison when considering one sub-task. DeCA-DP and DeCA-DN denote training
DeCA with only either DP or DN. DeCA(p)-DP and DeCA(p)-DN denote training DeCA(p) with only either
DP or DN.

GMF NeuMF CDAE LightGCN
R@5 R@20 N@5 N@20 R@5 R@20 N@5 N@20 R@5 R@20 N@5 N@20 R@5 R@20 N@5 N@20

DeCA-DP 0.072 0.245 0.050 0.098 0.089 0.256 0.061 0.109 0.077 0.236 0.050 0.095 0.066 0.223 0.042 0.086
DeCA-DN 0.051 0.187 0.032 0.071 0.045 0.198 0.027 0.070 0.066 0.236 0.044 0.093 0.068 0.240 0.047 0.096
DeCA 0.072 0.245 0.050 0.099 0.099 0.268 0.065 0.113 0.086 0.250 0.056 0.102 0.064 0.221 0.041 0.085

DeCA(p)-DP 0.075 0.243 0.052 0.099 0.094 0.268 0.064 0.113 0.091 0.245 0.059 0.102 0.065 0.220 0.042 0.086
DeCA(p)-DN 0.060 0.221 0.039 0.084 0.092 0.255 0.062 0.108 0.073 0.238 0.050 0.097 0.072 0.240 0.049 0.096
DeCA(p) 0.074 0.247 0.052 0.100 0.087 0.265 0.059 0.110 0.089 0.251 0.057 0.103 0.073 0.235 0.051 0.096

with GMF as the target model on Modcloth, Adressa and Electronics for recommendation, and with
ResNet32 on CIFAR10 for image classification. From the results, we could find that the problem
of memorizing noisy samples is severe in normal training and also in other denoising methods.
However, for DeCA(p), the performance remain stable and better along the whole training stage.
The results demonstrate that the proposed DeCA(p) successfully prevent the model from being
affected by noisy samples. Besides, even though the other methods may achieve the accuracy that
is compatible to ours, the validation set may still fail to help choose the checkpoint with the highest
accuracy. Thus our method DeCA(p) is still needed.

5.3 Model Investigation (RQ2)
5.3.1 Ablation Study. For recomendation tasks, DeCA and DeCA(p) utilize an iterative training
routine that contains two sub-tasks DP and DN. In this part, we discuss how these two sub-tasks
contribute to the whole framework and how they perform separately. In this part, we only pay
attention to the recommendation tasks since Denoising Positive and Denoising Negative have
their specific meanings in recommmendation. DP means the user click the item for some reason
rather than the user likes the item; DN means the user does not click the item possibly due to the
exposure bias. However, in image classification, the noises in different classes are equivalent in
our setting, thus we do not conduct the ablations on image classification setting. The results on
Modcloth dataset are shown in Table 5. We can have following observations:

• In most cases, DeCA and DeCA(p) are better than only considering one sub-task of denoising.
Some abnormal cases could be attributed to the instability of DN. During each training epoch,
the interacted samples are fixed while the sampled negative instances could change frequently.
Since DN aims to denoise noisy negative examples from the sampled missing interactions, the
performance of DN could be unstable.
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(a) ResNet on FMNIST (b) ResNet on CIFAR10

Fig. 4. Hyperparameter Sensitivity

Table 6. Effect of model selection on Modcloth.

Method ℎ and ℎ′ R@5 R@20 N@5 N@20
Normal 0.0629 0.2246 0.0430 0.0884

DeCA
MF 0.0717 0.2452 0.0500 0.0985
GMF 0.0740 0.2453 0.0513 0.0989
NeuMF 0.0747 0.2448 0.0519 0.0991

DeCA(p)
MF 0.0743 0.2465 0.0515 0.0996
GMF 0.0740 0.2464 0.0508 0.0989
NeuMF 0.0751 0.2464 0.0514 0.0992

• DP is better than DN in most cases, except for the LightGCN model. This observation to some
extent indicates that finding noisy examples from interacted samples is much easier than finding
potential positive preference from the massive uninteracted missing samples.

5.3.2 Hyperparameter Study. In this part, we conduct experiments to show the effect of 𝐶0 and
𝐶1, which are two hyper-parameters used in the iterative training routine. More specifically, for
recommendation, a larger 𝐶1 means we are more confident that the negative samples are truly
negative. A larger 𝐶0 denotes that an interacted sample is more likely to be real positive. As for
the classification, A larger 𝐶1 means we are more confident that the examples of current class
are clean, while a larger 𝐶0 generally means we tend to believe that the examples from classes
other than the current class are clean. Figure 5 shows the results on all datasets when using GMF
as the target recommendation model. We find that the optimal setting of 𝐶1 (i.e., 𝐶1 = 1000)
is larger than the optimal setting of 𝐶0 (i.e., 𝐶0 = 10 or 100). This observation indicates that the
probability that a missing interaction is real negative is larger than the probability that an interacted
sample is real positive. Figure 4 shows the results of ResNet on MNIST and CIFAR10. Note that
we choose noise ratio to be 40% when conducting the image classification experiments. As shown
in the figure, Normally setting 𝐶1 and 𝐶2 to 1 yields the best results. This could be because that
− log 𝑃 (𝑦𝑖 = 𝑘 |𝑦𝑖 ≠ 𝑘) and − log 𝑃 (𝑦𝑖 ≠ 𝑘,𝑦𝑖 ≠ 𝑦𝑖 |𝑦𝑖 ≠ 𝑘) are normally around − log(0.4) ≈ 0.91
since the noise ratio is 40%. The experimental results also show that our results is consistent with
the intuition.

5.3.3 Effect of Model Selection. In recommendation tasks, we use MF as ℎ and ℎ′ to model the
probability 𝑃 (Ỹ|Y) as our default settings. Since the model capability of MF might be limited, in
this part we conduct experiments to see how the performance would be if we use more complicated
models for ℎ and ℎ′. Table 6 shows the result on Modcloth. Results on other datasets are provided
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(a) DeCA - Adressa (b) DeCA(p) - Adressa (c) DeCA - MovieLens (d) DeCA(p) - MovieLens

(e) DeCA - Modcloth (f) DeCA(p) - Modcloth (g) DeCA - Electronics (h) DeCA(p) - Electronics

Fig. 5. Hyperparameter study on Adressa, MovieLens, Modcloth and Electronics.

in the supplement. The target recommendation model is GMF. We can see that replacing MF with
more complicated models will not boost the performance significantly. The reason might be that
modelling the probability 𝑃 (Ỹ|Y) is not a very complex task. Accomplishing this task with MF
already works well. Besides, as we can see that no matter what model we use, the performance of
the proposed DeCA and DeCA(p) are significantly better than normal training.
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Fig. 6. Mean real positive probability of different ratings on three datasets.
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5.4 Method Interpretation (RQ3)
In this part, we conduct experiments to see whether DeCA and DeCA(p) generate the reasonable
user preference distribution given the corrupted data, which can be used to show the interpretability
of our methods. For DeCA, we have the following equation:

𝑃 (𝑦𝑖 = 1|𝑦𝑖 = 1) = 𝑃 (𝑦𝑖 = 1|𝑦𝑖 = 1)𝑃 (𝑦𝑖 = 1)
𝑃 (𝑦𝑖 = 1)

=
ℎ′
𝜓
(𝑥𝑖 ) 𝑓𝜃 (𝑥𝑖 )

ℎ′
𝜓
(𝑥𝑖 ) 𝑓𝜃 (𝑥𝑖 ) + ℎ𝜙 (𝑥𝑖 ) (1 − 𝑓𝜃 (𝑥𝑖 ))

(25)

where 𝑥𝑖 is the corresponding 𝑖-th user-item pair. For DeCA(p), 𝑃 (𝑦𝑖 = 1|𝑦𝑖 = 1) can be directly
computed as 𝑃 (𝑦𝑖 = 1|𝑦𝑖 = 1) = 𝑓𝜃 (𝑥𝑖 ) with condition 𝑦𝑖 = 1. 𝑃 (𝑦𝑖 = 1|𝑦𝑖 = 1) describes the
probability of an interacted sample to be real positive. Figure 6 shows the relationship between
ratings and this mean real positive probability on the datasets MovieLens, Modcloth and Electronics.
We can see that the probability gets larger as ratings go higher, which is consistent with the
impression that examples with higher ratings should be more likely to be real positive. Besides,
we can see that the probability trend is consistent with different ℎ𝜙 and ℎ′

𝜓
models, which further

demonstrate the generalization ability of our methods.

6 CONCLUSION AND LIMITATION
In this work, we propose model-agnostic training frameworks to learn robust machine learning
models from corrupted labels. We find that different models tend to makemore consistent agreement
predictions for clean examples compared with noisy ones. To this end, we propose denoising with
cross-model agreement (DeCA), which utilizes predictions from different models as the denoising
signal. We start from the binary implicit feedback recommendation task and employ the proposed
methods on four recommendation models and conduct extensive experiments on four datasets.
Besides, we further extend the proposed method DeCA(p) for the multi-class scenario and conduct
experiments on the image classification tasks with noisy labels. Experimental results demonstrate
that our methods outperforms the previous baselines significantly. Regarding limitations, it is
noteworthy that DeCA(p) training time is twice as long as regular training. Additionally, for
classification problems with numerous classes, the process may become complex. Future work
entails devising more efficient training methods for ℎ𝜑 to expedite the process.
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